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ON THE ZERO SET OF THE PARTIAL THETA FUNCTION
VLADIMIR PETROV KOSTOV
Abstract. We consider the partial theta function θ(q, x) :=
∑
∞
j=0 q
j(j+1)/2xj ,
where q ∈ (−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1) and either x ∈ R or x ∈ C. We prove that for x ∈ R,
in each of the two cases q ∈ (−1, 0) and q ∈ (0, 1), its zero set consists of
countably-many smooth curves in the (q, x)-plane each of which (with the ex-
ception of one curve for q ∈ (−1, 0)) has a single point with a tangent line
parallel to the x-axis. These points define double zeros of the function θ(q, .);
their x-coordinates belong to the interval [−38.83 . . . ,−e1.4 = 4.05 . . .) for
q ∈ (0, 1) and to the interval (−13.29, 23.65) for q ∈ (−1, 0). For q ∈ (0, 1),
infinitely-many of the complex conjugate pairs of zeros to which the double ze-
ros give rise cross the imaginary axis and then remain in the half-disk {|x| < 18,
Re x > 0}. For q ∈ (−1, 0), complex conjugate pairs do not cross the imaginary
axis.
Key words: partial theta function, Jacobi theta function, Jacobi triple
product
AMS classification: 26A06
1. Introduction
We consider the bivariate series θ(q, x) :=
∑∞
j=0 q
j(j+1)/2xj which converges for
q ∈ (−1, 1), x ∈ C, and defines (for each fixed value of the parameter q) an entire
function in x. We refer to θ as to a partial theta function. The terminology is
justified by the fact that the series Θ(q, x) :=
∑∞
j=−∞ q
j2xj defines the Jacobi
theta function, and one has θ(q2, x/q) =
∑∞
j=0 q
j2xj . The word “partial” hints at
the fact that summation in θ is only partial (not from −∞ to ∞, but only from 0
to ∞). The function θ satisfies the differential equation
(1.1) 2q∂θ/∂q = x(∂2/∂x2)(xθ) = x2∂2θ/∂x2 + 2x∂θ/∂x
and the functional equation
(1.2) θ(q, x) = 1 + qxθ(q, qx) .
The interest in the function θ is explained by its applications in different areas.
One of the most recent of them is about section-hyperbolic polynomials, i.e. real
polynomials in one variable of degree ≥ 2 having only real negative roots and such
that when one deletes their highest-degree monomial, one obtains again a polyno-
mial with all roots real negative. How θ arises in the context of such polynomials
is explained in [18]. The explanation uses the notion of the spectrum of θ (see Sec-
tion 2). The research on section-hyperbolic polynomials continued the activity in
this domain which was marked by papers [8] and [19], and which were inspired by
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earlier results of Hardy, Petrovitch and Hutchinson (see [6], [20] and [7]). Section-
hyperbolic polynomials are real, therefore the case when the parameter q is real
is of particular interest. The case q ∈ C, |q| < 1 (which has been studied by the
author in [14], [13] and [12]) is not considered in the present paper.
The partial theta function is used in other domains as well. Such are asymptotic
analysis (see [2]), statistical physics and combinatorics (see [22]), Ramanujan-type
q-series (see [23]) and the theory of (mock) modular forms (see [4]); see also [1].
Recently, new asymptotic results for Jacobi partial and false theta functions have
been proved in [3]. They originate from Jacobi forms and find applications when
considering the asymptotic expansions of regularized characters and quantum di-
mensions of the (1, p)-singlet algebra modules. The article [5] is a closely related
paper dealing with modularity, asymptotics and other properties of partial and false
theta functions which are treated in the framework of conformal field theory and
representation theory.
The present paper studies properties of the zero set of θ. The case q = 0 being
trivial (with θ(0, x) ≡ 1) one has to study in fact two different cases, namely
q ∈ (0, 1) and q ∈ (−1, 0), in which the results are formulated in different ways. We
present three different kinds of results. In Section 2 we describe the set of real zeros
of θ as a union of smooth curves in the (q, x)-space, see Theorem 3. These results
are further developed in Section 4 by means of properties of certain functions in
one variable; these properties are proved in Section 3.
It is known that for each q ∈ (−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1) fixed, θ(q, .) has either only sim-
ple zeros or simple zeros and one double zero, see Theorems 1 and 2. In Sec-
tion 5 we prove that for q ∈ (0, 1), all double zeros of θ belong to the interval
[−38.83960007 . . . ,−4.055199967 . . .) (Theorem 5); for q ∈ (−1, 0), they belong to
the interval (−13.29, 23.65) (Theorem 6). In Section 6 we describe the behaviour of
the complex conjugate pairs of θ(q, .). We show in Subsection 6.1 that in the case
q ∈ (−1, 0), complex conjugate pairs do not cross the imaginary axis (Theorem 7);
hence each zero of θ remains in the left or right half-plane for all q ∈ (−1, 0). In
Subsection 6.2 we show that as q increases in (0, 1), infinitely-many complex con-
jugate pairs of θ go to the right half-plane, and after this remain in the half-disk
{|x| < 18, Rex > 0}.
2. Geometry of the zero set of θ
First of all, we recall some known results in the case q ∈ (0, 1) (see [9]):
Theorem 1. (1) For q ∈ (0, q˜1 := 0.3092 . . .), all zeros of θ(q, .) are real, negative
and distinct: · · · < ξ2 < ξ1 < 0.
(2) There exist countably-many values 0 < q˜1 < q˜2 < · · · < 1 of q, where q˜j → 1−
as j → ∞, for which θ(q, .) has a multiple real zero yj. For any j ∈ N, this is the
rightmost of the real zeros of θ; it is a double zero of θ.
(3) For q ∈ (q˜j , q˜j+1) (we set q˜0 := 0), the function θ(q, .) has exactly j complex
conjugate pairs of zeros (counted with multiplicity).
Definition 1. We call spectrum of θ the set of values of q for which θ(q, .) has at
least one multiple zero. This notion is introduced by B. Z. Shapiro in [18].
Remarks 1. (1) The zeros of θ depend continuously on q. Due to this, for q ∈
(0, q˜j), the order of its zeros · · · < ξ2j < ξ2j−1 < 0 on the real line is well-defined.
For no q ∈ (0, 1) does θ(q, .) have a nonnegative zero. For q = q˜j , the zeros ξ2j−1
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and ξ2j coalesce and then become a complex conjugate pair for q = (q˜j)
+; thus the
indices 2j − 1 and 2j of the real zeros are meaningful exactly when q ∈ (0, q˜j]. For
q ∈ (q˜j , q˜j+1), one has


θ(q, x) > 0 for x ∈ (ξ2j+1,∞) ∪ (∪∞k=j+1(ξ2k+1, ξ2k))
θ(q, x) < 0 for x ∈ (∪∞k=j+1(ξ2k, ξ2k−1) .
(2) In the above setting, one has −q−2j−2 < ξ2j+2 < ξ2j+1 < −q−2j−1, see
Proposition 9 in [9].
(3) The function θ(q˜j , .) has a local minimum at its double zero yj. One has
q˜j = 1− pi/2j + o(1/j) and yj = −eπ + o(1), where eπ = 23.14 . . ., see [16] or [10].
Up to the sixth decimal, the first six spectral values q˜j equal 0.309249, 0.516959,
0.630628, 0.701265, 0.749269, 0.783984, see [18].
The analog of Theorem 1 in the case q ∈ (−1, 0) reads (see [15]):
Theorem 2. (1) For any q ∈ (−1, 0), the function θ(q, .) has infinitely-many
negative and infinitely-many positive zeros.
(2) There exists a sequence of values q¯j of q tending to −1+ for which the function
θ(q¯j , .) has a double real zero y¯j (the rest of its real zeros being simple). For the rest
of the values of q ∈ (−1, 0), θ(q, .) has no multiple real zeros. For j large enough,
one has −1 < q¯j+1 < q¯j < 0.
(3) For j odd, one has y¯j < 0, θ(q¯j , .) has a local minimum at y¯j and y¯j is the
rightmost of the negative zeros of θ(q¯j , .). For j even, one has y¯j > 0, θ(q¯j , .) has
a local maximum at y¯j and y¯j is the second from the left of the positive zeros of
θ(q¯j , .).
(4) For j sufficiently large and for q ∈ (q¯j+1, q¯j), the function θ(q, .) has exactly
j complex conjugate pairs of zeros counted with multiplicity.
For q ∈ (−1, 0), the first six spectral values q¯j equal (up to the sixth decimal)
−0.727133, −0.783742, −0.841601, −0.861257, −0.887952 and −0.897904, see [15].
Remark 1. For q ∈ (−1, 0) sufficiently close to 0, all zeros of θ(q, .) are real. We
denote them by · · · < ζ2 < ζ1 < 0 and 0 < η1 < η2 < · · · . For j = 2ν − 1 (resp.
for j = 2ν), ν ∈ N, the zeros ζ2ν−1 and ζ2ν (resp. η2ν and η2ν+1) coalesce at
y¯2ν−1 when q = q¯2ν−1 (resp. at y¯2ν when q = q¯2ν). Thus the zero η1 remains real
positive and simple for all q ∈ (−1, 0). This is deduced in [15], from the order of
the quantities ζj , qζj , ηk and qηk on the real line (see Fig. 3 in [15]; the notation
used in [15] is not the one we use here):
· · · < ζ4 < ζ3 < qη4 < qη3 < ζ2 < ζ1 < qη2 < 0
0 < η1 < qζ1 < qζ2 < η2 < η3 < qζ3 < qζ4 < · · · .
Our first result is formulated as follows:
Theorem 3. (1) Suppose that q ∈ (0, 1). For j = 1, 2, . . ., consider the zeros ξ2j−1
and ξ2j as functions in q ∈ (0, q˜j ]. Their two graphs together (in the (q, x)-plane)
form a smooth curve Γj having two parabolic branches B2j−1 and B2j which are
asymptotically equivalent to x = −q−2j+1 and x = −q−2j as q → 0+. The curve
Γj has a single point Xj, namely for q = q˜j, at which the tangent line is parallel to
the x-axis.
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(2) Suppose that q ∈ (−1, 0). For ν = 1, 2, . . ., consider the zeros ζ2ν−1 and ζ2ν
(resp. η2ν and η2ν+1) as functions in q ∈ [q¯2ν−1, 0) (resp. q ∈ [q¯2ν , 0)). Their two
graphs together (in the (q, x)-plane) form a smooth curve Γ−ν (resp. Γ
+
ν ) having two
parabolic branches B−2ν−1 and B
−
2ν (resp. B
+
2ν and B
+
2ν+1) which are asymptotically
equivalent to x = −q−4ν+2 and x = −q−4ν (resp. x = −q−4ν+1 and x = −q−4ν−1)
as q → 0−. The curve Γ−ν (resp. Γ+ν ) has a single point X−ν (resp. X+ν ) such that
for q = q¯2ν−1 (resp. for q = q¯2ν), the tangent line to Γ
−
ν at X
−
ν (resp. to Γ
+
ν at
X+ν ) is parallel to the x-axis. The graph of the zero η1 is asymptotically equivalent
to −q−1 as q → 0− and one has η1 → 1+ as q → −1+.
Remarks 2. (1) It is clear that the function ξ2j−1 cannot be everywhere increasing
on (0, q˜j] – for q close to q˜j , the slope of the tangent line to its graph is positive
whereas for q close to 0, it is negative. The graphs of the zeros ξ2j−1 and ξ2j which
coalesce for q = q˜j can be compared with the graphs of ±√q at 0. Similar remarks
can be made about the zeros ζj and ηj .
(2) The curves x = −q−s can be considered as curvilinear asymptotes to the
zero set of θ.
Conjecture 1. The curve Γj from Theorem 3 has a single point Qj at which
the tangent line is parallel to the q-axis, a single inflection point Ij and a single
point Dj ∈ Γj at which one has θ(q,−q−2s+1/2) = 0. The order of the points and
branches of Γj is the following one: B2j−1, Qj, Dj, Xj, Ij, B2j. The function ξ2j
is everywhere increasing on (0, q˜j ].
On Fig. 1 we show parts of the curves Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 (drawn in solid line) and of
the graphs of the functions x = −qa for a = 0.5, −1.5 (drawn in solid), −2.5, −3, 5
(drawn in dashed), −1 and −2 (drawn in dotted line). On Fig. 1 we show also the
horizontal dash-dotted lines q = 0.26 and q = 0.4. We say that the part of the curve
x = −q−1.5 corresponding to q ∈ (0, 0.26] is inside and the part corresponding to
q ∈ [0.4, 1) is outside the curve Γ1.
On Fig. 2 we show for q ∈ (−1, 0) the real-zero set of θ (in solid line) and the
curves x = −q−a, a = 1, . . ., 8 (in dashed line for a = 1, 2, 5 and 6, and in dotted
line for a = 3, 4, 7 and 8).
Remarks 3. (1) Suppose that q ∈ (0, 1). Inside (resp. outside) each curve Γj one
has θ(q, x) < 0 (resp. θ(q, x) > 0).
(2) One can check numerically that Γ1 ⊂ {x ≤ −6.095}. One can conjecture
that any real zero of θ(q, .), for any q ∈ (0, 1), is smaller than −6.095.
(3) Suppose that q ∈ (−1, 0). Inside each curve Γ−ν (resp. Γ+ν ) one has θ(q, x) < 0
(resp. θ(q, x) > 0). For x < η1 (resp. x > η1) and (q, x) outside the curves Γ
−
ν
(resp. Γ+ν ) one has θ(q, x) > 0 (resp. θ(q, x) < 0).
(4) One can check numerically that Γ−1 ⊂ {x ≤ −2.699}. One can conjecture
that any negative real zero of θ(q, .), for any q ∈ (−1, 0), is smaller than −2.699.
(5) For any q ∈ (−1, 0), the function θ(q, .) has no real zero in the interval [−1, 1].
Indeed, one has θ(q, 0) = 1 6= 0. For x ∈ (0, η1), one has θ(q, x) > 0, see part (3)
of these remarks. For x ∈ [−1, 0), one obtains θ(q, x) = 1 + qxθ(q, qx), where
qx ∈ (0, 1) hence qxθ(q, qx) > 0 and θ(q, x) > 0.
Proof of Theorem 3: Part (1). The claims about the branches B2j−1 and B2j fol-
low from Theorem 4 in [9]; for the branches B±ν this follows from part (1) of
Theorem 1 in [11]. Smoothness of Γj has to be proved only at Xj , everywhere
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Figure 1. The curves Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 and the graphs x = −qa for
a = 0.5, −1.5, −2.5, −3, 5, −1 and −2.
else Γj is the graph of a simple zero of θ which depends smoothly on q. For
q = q˜j , the function θ has a double zero at ξ2j−1 = ξ2j , so (∂θ/∂x)(q˜j , ξ2j−1) = 0
and (∂2θ/∂x2)(q˜j , ξ2j−1) 6= 0. This implies (∂θ/∂q)(q˜j , ξ2j−1) 6= 0, see (1.1), from
which smoothness of Γj at Xj follows. Simplicity of the zeros ξ2j−1 and ξ2j for
q ∈ (0, q˜j) excludes tangents parallel to the x-axis on Γj\{Xj}.
Part (2). The claims about the curves Γ±j are proved by analogy with the claims
about the curves Γj . By Proposition 4.5 of [15], one has θ(q,−q−1) < 0. (On Fig. 2
this corresponds to the fact that the graph of η1 is to the left of the dashed curve
x = −q−1.) We show that θ(q, 1) > 0 from which follows that η1 → 1+ as q → −1+.
For |q| < 1, one has
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Figure 2. The zero set of θ for q ∈ (−1, 0) and the curves x =
−q−a for a = 1, . . ., 8.
θ(q, 1) =
∞∑
j=0
qj(j+1)/2 =
1− q2
1− q ·
1− q4
1− q3 ·
1− q6
1− q5 · · · ,
see Problem 55 in Part I, Chapter 1 of [21]. For q ∈ (−1, 0), all factors in the
right-hand side are positive, hence θ(q, 1) > 0. 
3. The functions ϕk
In the present section we consider some functions in one variable which play an
important role in the proofs in this paper:
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(3.3) ϕk(q) := θ(q,−qk−1) =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)jqAj , Aj := kj + j(j − 1)/2 , k ∈ R .
In the notation for Aj we skip the parameter k in order not to have too many
indices. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4. (1) For k > 1, the function ϕk is of the class C
1
(0,1) ∩C[0,1]; its right
derivative at 0 exists and equals 0. For k > 0, its left derivative at 1 exists and
equals −(2k − 1)/8.
(2) For k > 0 sufficiently large, the function ϕk is decreasing on [0, 1].
We prove part (1) of the theorem after the formulations of Propositions 1 and
2, and part (2) at the end of the section.
Remarks 4. (1) The functions ϕk satisfy the functional equation
(3.4) ϕk = 1− qϕk+1 .
One can deduce from this equation that the formula for the left derivative at 1
remains valid for all k ∈ R. For k ∈ Z, the function ϕk belongs to the class
C1(0,1)∩C[0,1] (the negative powers of q cancel). For k < 0, k 6∈ Z, one has ϕk(q)→∞
or ϕk(q)→ −∞ as q → 0+ depending on the parity of [k] (the integer part of k).
(2) We remind that:
i) For k > 0 (resp. for k > 1) and q ∈ (0, 1), one has ϕk < 1/(1 + qk) (resp.
1/(1 + qk−1) < ϕk), and that limq→1− ϕk(q) = 1/2, see [9].
ii) When ϕk(q) is considered as a function of (q, k), then for k > 0 and q ∈ (0, 1),
one has ∂ϕk/∂k > 0, see [15].
Consider the functions
Φm := (
m−1∑
j=0
(−1)jqAj )+ (−1)mDm , m ∈ N , where Dm := qAm/(1+ qk+m−1/2) .
Set Sm := (1 + q
k+m−1/2)(1 + qk+m+1/2). Hence
(3.5)
Φm+1 = Φm + Ψm ,
where
Ψm := (−1)mqAm + (−1)m+1Dm+1 − (−1)mDm
= (−1)mqAm(qk+m−1/2(1 + qk+m+1/2)− qk+m(1 + qk+m−1/2))/Sm
= (−1)mqAm+k+m−1/2(1− q1/2)(1 − qk+m)/Sm .
Lemma 1. For m ∈ N, one has Φ′m(1) = −(2k − 1)/8.
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Proof. Indeed, for m = 1 this can be checked directly. For arbitrary m ∈ N this
follows from D′m(1) = Am/2− (k+m− 1/2)/4 = km/2+m2/4−m/2− k/4+ 1/8
hence
Ψ′m(1) = (−1)m+1
(
k(m+ 1)/2 + (m+ 1)2/4− (m+ 1)/2− k/4 + 1/8)
+(−1)mAm − (−1)m(km/2 +m2/4−m/2− k/4 + 1/8)
= (−1)m{− (k(m+ 1)/2 + (m+ 1)2/4− (m+ 1)/2− k/4 + 1/8)
−(km/2 +m2/4−m/2− k/4 + 1/8) + km+m(m− 1)/2}
= 0 .
By induction on m one concludes that Φ′m(1) = −(2k − 1)/8 for m ∈ N. 
Set Tm := (1 + q
k+m−1/2)(1 + qk+m+1/2)(1 + qk+m+3/2)
and Um := (−1)mqAm+k+m−1/2/Tm .
We consider the sum ∆m := Ψm + Ψm+1, because due to the opposite signs of its
two terms, one obtains better estimations for the convergence of certain functional
series:
(3.6)
∆m = (−1)mqAm+k+m−1/2(1− q1/2)((1 + qk+m+3/2)(1 − qk+m)
−qk+m+1(1 + qk+m−1/2)(1− qk+m+1))/Tm
= Um(1− q1/2)(1 − qk+m)((1 + qk+m+3/2)− qk+m+1(1 + qk+m−1/2))
−Um(1 − q1/2)q2k+2m+1(1 + qk+m−1/2)(1 − q)
= Um(1− q1/2)(Km + Lm +Mm) ,
where
Km := (1− qk+m)(1− qk+m+1) , Lm := qk+m+3/2(1− qk+m)(1 − qk+m−1)
and Mm := −q2k+2m+1(1 + qk+m−1/2)(1 − q) .
Proposition 1. The series ∆1 + ∆3 + ∆5 + · · · and ∆2 + ∆4 + ∆6 + · · · are
uniformly convergent for q ∈ [0, 1].
Proposition 2. The series ∆′1 + ∆
′
3 + ∆
′
5 + · · · and ∆′2 + ∆′4 + ∆′6 + · · · are
uniformly convergent for q ∈ [0, 1].
Proof of part (1) of Theorem 4. The first two claims follow from the convergence
of the series ϕk for q ∈ (0, 1). The third claim results from Propositions 1 and 2 and
from Lemma 1. Indeed, on every interval [α, β] ⊂ (0, 1), the sequence of functions
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Φm converges uniformly to ϕk as m → ∞; one has Φm(1) = 1/2 = ϕk(1). For m
even, resp. for m odd, one has
Φm = 1 + Ψ1 + · · ·+Ψm = 1 +∆1 +∆3 + · · ·+∆m−1 , resp.
Φm = 1− qk +Ψ2 + · · ·+Ψm = 1− qk +∆2 +∆4 + · · ·+∆m−1 .
The existence of the left derivative at 1 follows from Proposition 2; its value is
implied by Lemma 1. 
To prove Propositions 1 and 2 we introduce some notation:
Notation 1. We denote by fm and Fm functions respectively of the form
fm := q
Cm(1 − qBm) and Fm := qCm(1 − qg) , q ∈ [0, 1] , m ∈ N ,
where Cm := am
2 + bm+ c, Bm = gm+ h, a > 0, b ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, g > 0 and h ≥ 0.
We use the following lemma whose proof is straightforward:
Lemma 2. (1) The function fm is positive-valued on (0, 1), fm(0) = fm(1) = 0,
its maximum is attained for q = αm := (Cm/(Cm +Bm))
1/Bm = 1−O(1/m2) and
equals
(3.7)
fm(αm) =
(
Cm
Cm +Bm
)Cm/Bm Bm
Cm +Bm


≤ BmCm+Bm =
gm+h
am2+(b+g)m+c+h
= (e−1g/am)(1 + o(1))
For m sufficiently large, one has αm < αm+1 < 1.
(2) The function Fm is positive-valued on (0, 1), Fm(0) = Fm(1) = 0. For m
sufficiently large, its maximum is attained for q = βm := (Cm/(Cm + g))
1/g and
equals
(3.8) Fm(βm) =
(
Cm
Cm + g
)Cm/g g
Cm + g


≤ gCm+g =
g
am2+bm+c+g
= (e−1g/am2)(1 + o(1))
For m sufficiently large, one has βm < βm+1 < 1.
Proof of Proposition 1. We use the representation (3.6) of the functions ∆m. The
function Um(1−q1/2)Km is of the form FmVm (with Fm := qAm+k+m−1/2(1−q1/2)
and Vm := (−1)mKm/Tm, hence with a = 1/2, b = k+1/2 and c = k−1/2), where
the function |Vm| is bounded on [0, 1] by some constant independent of m (one has
|Vm| ≤ 1). Similar statements holds true for the functions Um(1 − q1/2)Lm and
Um(1 − q1/2)Mm. Hence |∆m| = O(1/m2) (see part (2) of Lemma 2) from which
the proposition follows. 
Proof of Proposition 2. For q ∈ [0, 1/2], the uniform convergence of the two series
results from d’Alembert’s criterium, so we assume that q ∈ (1/2, 1). We set Wm :=
Am +m+ 1/2 = m
2/2 + (k + 1/2)m+ 1/2 and U˜m := Um(1 − q1/2)Km. Hence
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U˜m = (−1)mR∗mR†mR♭mqk−1/Tm , where R∗m := qWm/3(1− q1/2) ,
R†m := q
Wm/3(1 − qk+m) and R♭m := qWm/3(1− qk+m+1) .
We similarly represent the function U◦m := Um(1− q1/2)Lm in the form
U◦m = (−1)mP ∗mP †mP ♭mqk−1/Tm , where P ∗m := qWm/3(1− q1/2) = R∗m ,
P †m := q
Wm/3(1− qk+m) = R†m and P ♭m := qWm/3+k+m+3/2(1− qk+m−1)
and finally we set U ♯m := Um(1 − q1/2)Mm and
U ♯m = (−1)m+1Q∗mQ†mQ♭mqk−1/Tm , where Q∗m := qWm/3(1− q1/2) = R∗m ,
Q†m := q
Wm/3(1 + qk+m−1/2) and Q♭m := q
Wm/3+2k+2m+1(1− q) .
The proposition results from the following lemma:
Lemma 3. There exist constants ci > 0, i = 1, 2 and 3, such that for q ∈ (1/2, 1),
one has |(U˜m)′| ≤ c1qk−1/m2, |(U◦m)′| ≤ c2qk−1/m2 and |(U ♯m)′| ≤ c3qk−1/m2.

Proof of Lemma 3. We differentiate the functions U˜m, U
◦
m and U
♯
m as products of
functions. To prove the existence of the constants ci we obtain estimations for the
moduli of the factors R∗m, R
♭
m, . . . and for the moduli of their derivatives. Consider
first the function U˜m. The factor R
∗
m is a function of the form Fm (see Notation 1),
so one can apply part (2) of Lemma 2 to obtain the estimation
(3.9) |R∗m| ≤ (1/2)/(Wm/3 + 1/2) < 3/2Wm .
One has (R∗m)
′ = (Wm/3q)R
∗
m− qWm/3−1/2/2. From inequality (3.9) one concludes
that for q ∈ (1/2, 1),
(3.10) |(R∗m)′| ≤ 1/2q + 1/2 < 3/2 .
For the factor Tm one gets
(3.11) |1/Tm| ≤ 1 and |(1/Tm)′| ≤ |T ′m|/|Tm|2 ≤ |T ′m| ≤ 12k + 12m+ 6 .
One can apply part (1) of Lemma 2 to the factor R♭m which is of the form fm:
(3.12) |R♭m| ≤ (k +m+ 1)/(k +m+ 1 +Wm/3) < 3(k +m+ 1)/Wm ≤ 6/m
(the rightmost inequality is checked directly) and, as
(R♭m)
′ = (Wm/3q)R
♭
m − (k +m+ 1)qWm/3+k+m ,
one deduces the estimation (using q > 1/2)
(3.13) |(R♭m)′| ≤ 2(k +m+ 1) + (k +m+ 1) = 3(k +m+ 1) .
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By complete analogy one obtains the inequalities
(3.14) |R†m| ≤ 3(k +m)/Wm ≤ 6/m and |(R†m)′| ≤ 3(k +m) .
From inequalities (3.9) and (3.11) results that
(3.15) |R∗m(1/Tm)′| ≤ (3/2Wm)(12k + 12m+ 6) ≤ 36/m
(the rightmost inequality is to be checked directly). Hence for the products re-
sulting from the differentiation of U˜m one obtains the following inequalities (using
|(qk−1)′| = |(k − 1)qk−1/q| ≤ |2(k − 1)qk−1|):
(3.16)
|(−1)mR∗mR†mR♭m(1/Tm)′qk−1| ≤ (36/m)(6/m)2qk−1 = 64qk−1/m3 ≤ 64qk−1/m2 ,
|(−1)m(R∗m)′R†mR♭m(1/Tm)qk−1| ≤ (3/2)(6/m)2qk−1 = 54qk−1/m2 ,
|(−1)mR∗m(R†m)′R♭m(1/Tm)qk−1| ≤ (3/2Wm)3(k +m)6qk−1/m ≤ 54qk−1/m2 ,
|(−1)mR∗mR†m(R♭m)′(1/Tm)qk−1| ≤ (3/2Wm)(6/m)3(k +m+ 1)qk−1 ≤ 54qk−1/m2 ,
|(−1)mR∗mR†mR♭m(1/Tm)(qk−1)′| ≤ (3/2Wm)(6/m)22|k − 1|qk−1 ≤ 18qk−1/m2 .
Thus |U˜ ′m| ≤ c1qk−1/m2, where c1 := 64 + 3× 54 + 18 = 1476.
For the product U◦m we similarly obtain the inequalities
(3.17)
|P ♭m| ≤ (k +m− 1)/(k +m− 1 + k +m+ 3/2 +Wm/3) ≤ 6/m and
|(P ♭m)′| ≤ (Wm/3 + k +m+ 3/2)|P ♭m/q|+ (k +m− 1)qk+m−2+k+m+3/2+Wm/3
≤ 2 + k +m− 1 = k +m+ 1 .
(the rest of the factors are present in U˜m as well). Thus one obtains by complete
analogy the inequality |(U◦m)′| ≤ c1qk−1 (i.e. one can set c2 := c1).
Notation 2. We set Ξ :=Wm/3 + k +m− 3/2 and Λ :=Wm/3 + 2k + 2m+ 1.
When considering the term U ♯m, one obtains the inequalities about Q
†
m:
(3.18) |Q†m| ≤ 2 and |(Q†m)′| ≤ (Wm/3q)|Q†m|+ (k+m− 1/2)qΞ ≤Wm +Ξ+1 .
and the ones concerning Q♭m:
(3.19) |Q♭m| ≤ 1/Λ and |(Q♭m)′| ≤ Λ|Q♭m|+ qΛ ≤ 2 .
Therefore the analogs of inequalities (3.16) read:
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(3.20)
|(−1)mQ∗mQ†mQ♭m(1/Tm)′qk−1| ≤ (36/m)(2/Λ)qk−1 ≤ 36qk−1/m2 ,
|(−1)m(Q∗m)′Q†mQ♭m(1/Tm)qk−1| ≤ (3/2)(2/Λ)qk−1 ≤ 18qk−1/m2
|(−1)mQ∗m(Q†m)′Q♭m(1/Tm)qk−1| ≤ (3/2Wm)(Wm + Ξ + 1)(1/Λ)qk−1 ≤ 6qk−1/m2
|(−1)mQ∗mQ†m(Q♭m)′(1/Tm)qk−1| ≤ (3/2Wm)22qk−1 ≤ 12qk−1/m2
|(−1)mQ∗mQ†mQ♭m(1/Tm)(qk−1)′| ≤ (3/2Wm)(2/Λ)2|k − 1|qk−1 ≤ 36qk−1/m2 .
Thus one can set c3 := 36 + 18 + 6 + 12 + 36 = 108.

Lemma 4. For k ≥ 1/2, the function ϕk is decreasing on [0, 1/2].
Proof. One has ϕ′k/q
k−1 =
∑∞
j=1(−1)j(kj + j(j − 1)/2)qk(j−1)+j(j−1)/2 . Our aim
is to show that ϕ′k/q
k−1 < 0 for q ∈ [0, 1/2] from which the lemma follows. Denote
by g the series obtained from ϕ′k/q
k−1 by deleting its first three terms, and by
h := (4k + 6)q3k+6 the first term of g. For q ∈ (0, 1/2], the series g is a Leibniz
one. Indeed, it is alternating and the modulus of the ratio of two consecutive terms
equals
Bk,j :=
(k(j + 1) + j(j + 1)/2)q
kj + j(j − 1)/2 ≤
k(j + 1) + j(j + 1)/2
2kj + j(j − 1) < 1 ;
the last inequality results from the inequalities k(j + 1) < 2kj and j(j + 1)/2 <
j(j−1) which hold true for j ≥ 4. Besides, for each k fixed, one has limj→∞Bk,j =
q ≤ 1/2. Hence for q ∈ [0, 1/2], one has 0 ≤ g(q) ≤ h(q). So it suffices to show that
for q ∈ [0, 1/2],
(3.21) g0 := −k + (2k + 1)qk+1 − (3k + 3)q2k+3 + (4k + 6)q3k+6 < 0 .
For q ∈ [0, 1/2] and when k ≥ 1/2 is fixed, the quantity
αk(q) := 1− (4k + 6)qk+3/(3k + 3)
is minimal for q = 1/2. The quantity αk(1/2) = 1−(4k+6)/2k+3(3k+3) is minimal
for k = 1/2 and α1/2(1/2) = 0.84 . . . > 0.84. This observation allows to majorize
the sum of the last two summands of g0 (see (3.21)) by −0.84× (3k+3)q2k+3. Now
our aim is to prove that
g1(q) := −k + (2k + 1)qk+1 − 0.84× (3k + 3)q2k+3 < 0
for q ∈ [0, 1/2], k ≥ 1/2. The only zeros of the function g′1 are 0 and
(((2k + 1)(k + 1))/(0.84× (3k + 3)(2k + 3)))1/(k+2) .
For k = 1/2, the latter quantity equals 0.52 . . . > 1/2; this quantity increases with
k. For q close to 0, the function g1 is increasing. Hence it is increasing on [0, 1/2]
(for any k ≥ 1/2 fixed) and
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max
[0,1/2]
g1(q) = g1(1/2) = −k + (2k + 1)/2k+1 − 0.84× (3k + 3)/22k+3 =: g∗(k) .
Suppose first that k ≥ 1. Then
−k + (2k + 1)/2k+1 ≤ −k + (2k + 1)/4 = −(k − 1/2)/2 ≤ 0 ,
so g∗(k) < 0. For k ∈ [1/2, 1), one has
(3.22) g′∗ = −1 + (2− (2k + 1) ln 2)/2k+1 + (1.68× (3k + 3)(ln 2)− 2.52)/22k+3 .
As 1.68 × (3k + 3)(ln 2) − 2.52 ≤ 1.68 × 6 × (ln 2) − 2.52 = 4.46 . . . < 4.47, the
last summand of g′∗ (see (3.22)) is < 4.47/2
4 = 0.279375. The second summand is
maximal for k = 1/2 in which case it equals
(2− 2 ln 2)/23/2 = 0.2169777094 . . . < 0.22 .
Thus g′∗ ≤ −1+0.22+0.279375< 0 and g∗ is maximal for k = 1/2. One finds that
g∗(1/2) = −0.0291432189 . . . < 0 which proves the lemma. 
Proof of part (2) of Theorem 4. For q ∈ [0, 1/2], the statement results from Lemma 4,
so we assume that q ∈ [1/2, 1]. We use the equality
(3.23) ϕk = 1− qk +∆2 +∆4 +∆6 + · · · .
Hence ϕ′k = −kqk−1 +∆′2 +∆′4 +∆′6 + · · · . The functions ∆′2ν are sums of terms
each of which can be majorized by qk−1c/ν2, where the constant c > 0 can be
chosen independent of k, see Lemma 3. Thus
ϕ′k ≤ −qk−1(k − 4c
∞∑
ν=1
1/ν2) .
The difference can be made positive by choosing k sufficiently large. This proves
the theorem. 
4. Further geometric properties of the zero set
Denote by K† ⊂ R the set ∪∞j=1(2j − 1, 2j).
Proposition 3. For each a ∈ K† sufficiently large, there exists a unique point
(qa,−q−aa ), qa ∈ (0, 1), such that θ(qa,−q−aa ) = 0. For a > 0, a 6∈ K†, there exists
no such point.
Remarks 5. (1) The statements of the proposition are illustrated by Fig. 1 –
the curve x = −q−1.5 (with 1.5 ∈ K†) intersects the curve Γ1 while the curve
x = −q−2.5 (with 2.5 6∈ K†) does not intersect any of the curves Γs, s ∈ N.
(2) We denote by κ△ ∈ N a constant such that for a ≥ κ△, a ∈ K†, the first
statement of Proposition 3 holds true. Hence there exists q△ ∈ (0, 1) such that the
curves Γi, i ≤ κ△, belong to the set {x ≤ 0, q ∈ (0, q△]}. Observe that the curve
Γj intersects the curves x = −q−a with a ∈ (2j− 1, 2j), therefore the property this
intersection to be a point is guaranteed for j ≥ (κ△ + 1)/2.
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Proof. We set Θ :=
∑∞
j=−∞ q
j(j+1)/2xj and G :=
∑−1
j=−∞ q
j(j+1)/2xj , hence θ =
Θ−G. From the Jacobi triple product one gets
(4.24) Θ(q, x) =
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj)(1 + xqj)(1 + qj−1/x) .
Hence Θ0 := Θ(q,−q−a) = ∏∞j=1(1 − qj)(1 − qj−a)(1 − qj+a−1). For each a ∈ K†
fixed, each factor 1−qj , each factor 1−qj−a with j > a, and each factor 1−qj+a−1
is positive and decreasing; there is an odd number of factors 1 − qj−a with j < a,
so Θ < 0. Set j0 = [a] (the integer part of a). Thus one can represent Θ
0 in the
form
Θ0 = −q−s
∞∏
j=1
((1− qj)(1 − qj+a−1))
∞∏
j=j0+1
(1− qj−a)
j0∏
j=1
(1− qa−j) ,
where s =
∑j0
j=1(a − j) = j0(2a − j0 − 1)/2 > 0, and conclude that the function
qsΘ0 is a minus product of positive and decreasing in q factors, therefore it increases
from −∞ to 0 as q runs over the interval (0, 1).
One has −qsG(q,−q−a) = qs(1 − ϕa), that is, for a > 0 sufficiently large,
−qsG(q,−q−a) is the product of two positive increasing in q functions (see The-
orem 4), hence it is positive and increasing, from 0 for q = 0 to 1/2 for q = 1,
as q runs over (0, 1). This means that, for a > 0 sufficiently large, the function
qsθ(q,−q−a) is increasing from −∞ to 1/2 as q ∈ (0, 1), so there exists a unique
value of q for which it vanishes.
If a ∈ N, then one of the factors of Θ0 is 0 and θ(q,−q−a) = −G(q,−q−a) =
qaϕa+1 which is positive on (0, 1).
If a > 0, a 6∈ K† ∪N, then the number of negative factors in Θ(q,−q−a) is even,
so both Θ(q,−q−a) and −G are positive on (0, 1). 
Proposition 4. For s ∈ N, consider the values of the parameter q ∈ (0, 1) for which
θ(q,−q−2s+1/2) = 0. Then for these values one has (∂θ/∂x)(q,−q−2s+1/2) > 0.
The proposition implies that, if for some value of q the quantity −q−2s+1/2 is a
zero of θ (i.e. θ(q,−q−2s+1/2) = 0), then this can hold true for a zero ξ2j−1 and
not for a zero ξ2j of θ. It would be interesting to (dis)prove that at an intersection
point of the curves Γs with Q˜s : x = −q−2s+1/2 the slope of the tangent line to
Γs is as shown on Fig. 1.
Proof. Consider first the polynomial
P (q, x) := q + 2q3x+ 3q6x2 + · · ·+ (4s− 2)q(2s−1)(4s−1)x4s−3
which is a truncation of ∂θ/∂x. For x = −q−2s+1/2, its monomials
jqj(j+1)/2xj−1 and (4s− 2− j)q(4s−2−j)(4s−1−j)/2x4s−3−j , j = 0 , . . . , 2s− 2 ,
equal respectively j(−1)j−1qE and (4s− 2− j)(−1)4s−3−jqE , where
E = (j2 − (4s− 2)j + 4s− 1)/2 ,
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and their sum equals (4s − 2)(−1)j−1qE . For x = −q−2s+1/2, its monomial (2s −
1)qs(2s−1)x2s−2 equals (2s− 1)q−2s2+4s−1. Thus
P (q,−q−2s+1/2) = (2s− 1)q−2s2+4s−1(1− 2q1/2 + 2q2 − · · · − 2q(2s−1)2/2) .
Consider now the function Q(q, x) := (∂θ/∂x)(q, x)− P (q, x), i.e.
Q(q, x) :=
∞∑
j=4s−1
jqj(j+1)/2xj−1 =
∞∑
j=0
(j + 4s− 1)q(j+4s−1)(j+4s)/2xj+4s−2 .
We set Mj := q
(j+4s−1)(j+4s)/2xj+4s−2 and Q := Q1 +Q2 ,
where Q1 := (4s− 2)
∑∞
j=0Mj and Q2 :=
∑∞
j=0(j + 1)Mj .
Hence
Q1(q,−q−2s+1/2) = (4s− 2)q−2s
2+4s−1
∞∑
j=2s
(−1)jqj2/2
and
P (q,−q−2s+1/2) +Q1(q,−q−2s+1/2) = (2s− 1)q−2s
2+4s−1φ(q) ,
where
(4.25) φ(q) := 1 + 2
∞∑
j=1
(−1)jqj2/2 .
One has φ(q) > 0, see (5.27), therefore P (q,−q−2s+1/2) + Q1(q,−q−2s+1/2) > 0.
Recall that for k > 1 one has ϕk(q) > 1/(1 + q
k−1) ≥ (1/2) (see part (2) of
Remarks 4), so
2ϕk − 1 = 1− 2qk + 2q2k+1 − 2q3k+3 + · · · ≥ 0 .
The function Q2(q,−q−2s+1/2) equals
q4s−1 − 2q6s−1/2 + 3q8s+1 − 4q10s+7/2 + 5q12s+7 − 6q14s+23/2 + · · ·
= q4s−1(2ϕ2s+1/2 − 1) + q8s+1(2ϕ2s+5/2 − 1) + q12s+7(2ϕ2s+9/2 − 1) + · · · ,
so it is the sum of the nonnegative-valued functions q4sj+2j
2−4j+1(2ϕ2s+(4j−3)/2−1)
and
(∂θ/∂x)(q,−q−2s+1/2) = (P +Q1 +Q2)(q,−q−2s+1/2) > 0 .

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5. Bounds for the double real zeros of θ
5.1. The case q ∈ (0, 1). We remind that Theorem 1 introduces the double zeros
ys of θ. In this subsection we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5. For q ∈ (0, 1) and for s ≥ 15, all double real zeros ys of θ(q, .) belong
to the interval [−38.83960007 . . . ,−e1.4 = −4.055199967 . . .).
We remind that all real zeros are negative, see part (1) of Remarks 1, and that
it is likely an upper bound ≤ −6.095 for all real zeros of θ to exist, see part (2) of
Remarks 3. The lower bound −38.83960007 . . . from the theorem cannot be made
better than −eπ = −23.14 . . ., see part (2) of Remarks 1. In Lemmas 5 and 6 (used
in the proof of Theorem 5) the results are formulated for s ≥ 3. In the theorem we
prefer s ≥ 15, because this gives an estimation much closer to −eπ.
Proof of Theorem 5. We justify the lower bound −38.8 . . . first. We consider the
curve Q˜s : x = −q−2s+1/2, s ∈ N, see Fig. 1. We find a value 0 < q♭s < 1 of q
such that the part of the curve Q˜s corresponding to q ∈ (0, q♭s] is inside the curve
Γs. We remind that this is illustrated on Fig. 1: the part of the curve Q˜1 which
corresponds to q ∈ (0, 0.26] lies inside and the part corresponding to q ∈ [0.4, 1) is
outside the curve Γ1 (the concrete numerical value 0.26 is not q
♭
1; it is chosen just
for convenience).
Consider the intersection points Vs and Ws of the line q = q
♭
s with the curves Q˜s
and R˜s : x = −q−2s. On Fig. 1 an idea about the points V1 and W1 is given by
the intersection points of the line q = 0.26 with the curves Q˜1 and R˜1 (the latter
is the higher of the two curves drawn in dotted line). Hence the point Ws is more
to the left than the point Xs which is defined in part (1) of Theorem 3. Indeed,
consider the tangent line Ts to the curve Γs at the point Xs and the horizontal line
Hs passing through a point Ψs ∈ Q˜s ∩Γs. (For s sufficiently large, the intersection
Q˜s∩Γs consists of exactly one point, see Proposition 3. We do not claim that this is
the case for all s, but our reasoning is applicable to any of the points Ψs ∈ Q˜s∩Γs.)
The lines Ts and Hs intersect the curve R˜s at points X∗s and Ψ∗s. For the q- and
x-coordinates of these points we have the inequalities
q(Ws) < q(Ψs) = q(Ψ
∗
s) < q(Xs) = q(X
∗
s ) and x(Ws) < x(Ψ
∗
s) < x(X
∗
s ) < x(Xs) .
Therefore finding a lower bound for the quantity x(Ws) implies finding such a bound
for x(Xs) as well.
Consider the function ϕk (see (3.3)) for k of the form −2s + 3/2, s ∈ N. The
quantities Aj decrease for j ≤ 2s− 1, they increase for j ≥ 2s and Aj = A4s−2−j ,
j = 0, . . ., 2s − 2. Recall that the function φ is defined by formula (4.25). One
checks directly that
(5.26) ϕ−2s+3/2 = q
−(2s−1)2/2(−φ(q) + q2s2ϕ(4s+1)/2(q)) .
We prove that for q ∈ (0, q♭s), one has φ > q2s
2
ϕ(4s+1)/2 or, equivalently,
L := lnφ > B := ln(q2s
2
ϕ(4s+1)/2) .
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In [21], Chapter 1, Problem 56, it is shown that
(5.27) φ(q2) =
∞∏
k=1
((1− qk)/(1 + qk)) .
Hence
φ(q) =
∞∏
k=1
((1 − qk/2)/(1 + qk/2)) <
∞∏
r=1
(1− qr)
(we ignore the factors 1 − qk/2 < 1 for k odd and all denominators 1 + qk/2 > 1).
We shall be looking for q♭s of the form y := 1− β/(2s− 1), β > 0. Then
(5.28)
L <
∑∞
r=1 ln(1− yr) < −
∑∞
r=1 y
r − (1/2)∑∞r=1 y2r
= −y/(1− y)− y2/2(1− y2) = −y(2 + 3y)/2(1− y2) =: L0 .
We set η := 2s− 1. Hence y = 1− β/η and
L0 = −C(η − β)/2β , where C := (5η − 3β)/(2η − β) .
On the other hand, by expanding ln yD, D = 2s2 = η2/2 + η + 1/2, in powers of
1/η one gets
(5.29) ln((1 − β/η)D) = −(β/2)η − β − β2/4−K ,
where K =
∑∞
j=1(β
j/2j+ βj+1/(j+1)+ βj+2/2(j+2))/ηj . For q ∈ [0, 1], one has
ϕ(4s+1)/2(q) ∈ [1/2, 1] (see part (2) of Remarks 4), so
(5.30) B := ln((y)2s
2
ϕ(4s+1)/2) = −(β/2)η − β − β2/4−K −K1 ,
where K1 ∈ [0, ln 2]. With the above notation one has (see (5.27))
L =
∑∞
k=1(ln(1− qk/2)− ln(1 + qk/2))
=
∑∞
k=1((−qk/2 − (qk/2)2/2− (qk/2)3/3− · · · )
−(qk/2 − (qk/2)2/2 + (qk/2)3/3− · · · ))
= (−2)∑∞k=1(qk/2 + (qk/2)3/3 + (qk/2)5/5 + · · · ))
= (−2)∑∞k=1 q1/2Fk(q)/(1− q1/2)(2k − 1) ,
where
0 < Fk(q) = q
(k−1)/2/(1 + q1/2 + q + · · ·+ q(k−1)/2)
= 1/(1 + q−1/2 + q−1 + · · ·+ q−(k−1)/2) ≤ 1/k .
Thus L ≥ (−2)(q1/2(1 + q1/2)/(1 − q))S, where S := ∑∞k=1 1/k(2k − 1) = 2 ln 2.
For q = y = 1 − β/η (hence 1 − q = β/η, q1/2 ≤ 1 and 1 + q1/2 ≤ 2) one obtains
the estimation
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L ≥ (−8 ln 2)(η/β) .
From this inequality we deduce the following lemma:
Lemma 5. For β = 4
√
ln 2 = 3.330218445 . . . and s ≥ 3, one has L > B. Hence
for s ≥ 3, one can set q♭s := 1− 4
√
ln 2/(2s− 1).
We cannot allow the values s = 1 and s = 2, because in this case y = 1 − β/η
is negative. The x-coordinate of the point Ws defined in the second paragraph of
this proof equals λs := −(1− 4
√
ln 2/(2s− 1))−2s.
Lemma 6. The functions Φ♭ := −2x ln(1 − 4
√
ln 2/(2x − 1)) and exp(Φ♭) are
decreasing for x ≥ 3.
Hence for s ≥ 15, the lower bound of the sequence λs equals − exp(Φ♭(15)) =
−38.83960007 . . ..
Proof of Lemma 6. One has
(Φ♭)′ = −2 ln(1− 4
√
ln 2/(2x− 1))− 16x
√
ln 2/((2x− 1)(2x− 1− 4
√
ln 2))
hence (Φ♭)′ → 0 as x→∞. Next,
(Φ♭)′′ =
32((2 + 4
√
ln 2)x− 1− 4
√
ln 2)
√
ln 2
(−2x+ 1 + 4
√
ln 2)2(2x− 1)2 ,
which is positive for x ≥ 3. As (Φ♭)′(3) = −2.5 . . . < 0, the function (Φ♭)′ is
negative on [3,∞). The same is true for (exp(Φ♭))′ = (exp(Φ♭))(Φ♭)′. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Indeed, set L∗ := −L and B∗ := −B. It suffices to show that
L∗ < B∗ which results from (8 ln 2)/β = β/2 hence
(8 ln 2)(η/β) < (β/2)η + β + β2/4
(we minorize K and K1 by 0, see (5.29)). 
In order to justify the upper bound −e1.4 we need the following lemma:
Lemma 7. For β ≤ 1.4 and s ≥ 14, one has L < L0 < B.
Proof. Indeed, consider the quantities L∗0 = −L0 and B∗ = −B. We show that
L∗0 > B
∗ from which the lemma follows. This is tantamount to
(5.31) C(η − β)/2β > (β/2)η + β + β2/4 +K +K1 .
We majorize K1 by ln 2. We observe that C = 2.5 − (β/2)/(2η − β) is increasing
in η (i.e. in s) and decreasing in β. Therefore inequality (5.31) results from the
inequality
(5.32) C†(η − β)/2β > (β/2)η + β + β2/4 +K + ln 2 ,
where C† = C|β=1.4,s=14 = 2.486692015 . . .. Inequality (5.32) can be given the
equivalent form
(C†/β − β)(η/2)− C†/2 > β + β2/4 +K + ln 2
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The coefficient C†/β − β is positive and decreasing in β while the right-hand side
is increasing in β. The left-hand side is increasing in s while the right-hand side is
decreasing in it. Therefore it suffices to prove the last inequality (hence inequality
(5.32)) for β = 1.4 and s = 14. The left and right-hand sides of (5.32) equal
respectively 3.835469849 . . . and 2.664996872 . . .. The lemma is proved. 
To deduce from the lemma the upper bound from Theorem 5 we set µs :=
−(1 − 1.4/(2s − 1))−2s; we apply a reasoning similar to the one concerning the
lower bound and the quantity λs. One has µ14 = −4.440852689 . . .. The quantity
µs increases with s and lims→∞ µs = −e1.4 = −4.055199967 . . ..

5.2. The case q ∈ (−1, 0). We begin the present subsection with a result concern-
ing the case q ∈ (0, 1). Recall that, for q ∈ (0, 1), the third spectral value equals
q˜3 = 0.630628 . . .. Hence (q˜3)
−3 = 3.98 . . . < 4.
Proposition 5. For q ∈ (q˜3, 1), the first two rightmost real zeros of θ(q, .) are
> −156.
Proof. Suppose that q ∈ (q˜k, q˜k+1], k ≥ 3. Then the two rightmost zeros of θ(q, .)
are ξ2k+2 and ξ2k+1. They are defined for q ∈ (0, q˜k+1]; for q = q˜k+1 they coinside.
For q = q˜k, one has
−(q˜)−2k−2 < ξ2k+2 < ξ2k+1 < −(q˜k)−2k−1 < −(q˜k)−2k
< ξ2k = ξ2k−1 < −(q˜k)−2k+1 ,
see Fig. 1. Observe that for q ∈ [q˜k, q˜k+1], k ≥ 1, the value of −q−2k−2, the
minoration of ξ2k+2, is minimal when q = q˜k. Hence
(q˜k)
−3ξ2k < −(q˜)−2k−2 < ξ2k+2 < ξ2k+1 .
The factor (q˜k)
−3 is maximal for k = 3 whereas −39 < ξ2k (see Theorem 5). This
together with (q˜3)
−3 < 4 implies −156 = 4× (−39) < ξ2k+2 < ξ2k+1. 
The basic result of the present subsection is the following theorem:
Theorem 6. For q ∈ (−1, 0), all double zeros of θ(q, .) belong to the interval
(−13.29, 23.65).
Proof. It is explained in [15] how for q ∈ (−1, 0) the simple real zeros of θ coalesce
to form double ones and then complex conjugate pairs. We reproduce briefly the
reasoning from [15].
We set v := −q (hence v ∈ (0, 1)) and
(5.33)
θ(q, x) = θ(−v, x) = ψ1 + ψ2 , where
ψ1(v, x) := θ(v
4,−x2/v) and ψ2(v, x) := −vxθ(v4,−vx2) ;
the equality θ(−v, x) = ψ1(v, x) + ψ2(v, x) is to be checked directly. For v fixed,
the function ψ1 is even while ψ2 is odd. Denote by y±k and z±k the zeros of ψ1
and ψ2, where
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yk = −y−k , y−k−1 < y−k < 0 < yk < yk+1 ,
zk = −z−k , z−k−1 < z−k < 0 < zk < zk+1 ,
y±k = vz±k .
For v4 ∈ (0, q˜1), all zeros of ψ1 and all zeros of ψ2 are simple (see part (1) of
Theorem 1). For small values of v, the zeros y±k and z±k are close to ±v−(4k−1)/2
and ±v−(4k+1)/2 respectively.
Suppose first that x < 0. The function ψ1 (resp. ψ2) is negative on the interval
(y−2ν , y−2ν+1) (resp. (z−2ν , z−2ν+1)) and positive on the interval (y−2ν−1, y−2ν)
(resp. (z−2ν−1, z−2ν)). For small values of v, the order of these points and of their
approximations by powers of v on the real line looks like this:
(5.34)
z−2ν−1 < y−2ν−1 < z−2ν < y−2ν <
−v−4ν−5/2 −v−4ν−3/2 + −v−4ν−1/2 −v−4ν+1/2 −
z−2ν+1 < y−2ν+1 < 0 .
−v−4ν+3/2 −v−4ν+5/2 +
The signs + and − in the second rows indicate intervals on which both functions
ψ1 and ψ2 (hence θ(−v, .) as well) are positive or negative respectively. Thus for
v4 ∈ (0, q˜1), θ(−v, .) has a simple zero between any two successive signs +− or −+.
As v increases, for v4 = q˜ν , the zeros y−2ν and y−2ν+1 of ψ1 and the zeros z−2ν
and z−2ν+1 of ψ2 coalesce and these two functions are nonnegative on the interval
(y−2ν−1, 0). Hence
1) The two simple zeros of θ(−(q˜ν)1/4, .), which for small values of v belong to
(y−2ν−1, y−2ν+1), coalesce for some v0 ∈ (0, (q˜ν)1/4), so θ(−v0, .) has a double zero
in the interval (y−2ν−1, 0). In fact, in the interval [z−2ν , 0), because both ψ1 and
ψ2 are positive on (y−2ν−1, z−2ν). For v = (v0)
+, the double zero of θ(−v0, .) gives
rise to a complex conjugate pair of zeros.
2) For some v∗ ∈ (0, v0], one has y−2ν = z−2ν+1, so
ψ1(v∗, y−2ν) ≡ θ(v4∗ ,−y2−2ν/v∗) = ψ2(v∗, y−2ν) ≡ −v∗y−2νθ(v4∗ ,−v∗y2−2ν) = 0 .
Hence θ(−v∗, y−2ν) = 0, and either y−2ν is a double zero of θ(−v∗, .) (hence v∗ = v0)
or θ(−v∗, .) has another negative zero which is > y−2ν−1 and one has v∗ ∈ (0, v0).
One can introduce the new variable X := −vx2 and denote by · · · < Xj+1 <
Xj < · · · < 0 the zeros of the function θ(v4, X). We apply to this function
Proposition 5, for v ∈ ((q˜ν)1/4, (q˜ν+1)1/4], ν ≥ 4. This gives X2ν > −156 (hence
|X2ν | < 156). Indeed, X2ν and X2ν−1 are the two rightmost of the real negative
zeros of θ(v4, X).
On the other hand, one has ψ2(v, x) = −vxθ(v4,−vx2), i.e. z−2ν = −(|X2ν |/v)1/2,
and v4 ∈ (q˜3, 1) = (0.630628 . . . , 1), hence v1/2 > 0.94 and one can write
z−2ν > −|X2ν |1/2/0.94 > −
√
156/0.94 = −12.48999600 . . ./0.94 > −13.29 .
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Thus for ν ≥ 4, the two rightmost negative zeros of θ(−v, .) belong to the interval
(−13.29, 0), and so do the negative double zeros of θ(−v, .) as well whenever −v is
a spectral value, i.e. −v = q¯ν . The approximative values of the first three double
negative zeros of θ(q¯ν , .) are −2.991, −3.621 and −3.908, see [15]. They correspond
to ν = 1, 3 and 5.
Consider now the positive zeros of θ. The analog of inequalities (5.34) reads:
(5.35)
0 < y2ν−1 < z2ν−1
v−4ν+5/2 − v−4ν+3/2
< y2ν < z2ν < y2ν+1 < z2ν+1 .
v−4ν+1/2 + v−4ν−1/2 v−4ν−3/2 − v−4ν−5/2
The two leftmost positive zeros of θ(−v, .) (and, in particular, the double zeros of
θ(−v, .) for −v = q¯ν , ν ≥ 4) belong to the interval (0, y2ν+1) (because θ(−v, .) has
a simple zero between any two successive signs +− or −+, see the second lines of
(5.35)). Thus one has to find a majoration for y2ν+1. From part (2) of Remarks 1
one deduces the inequalities:
v−8ν+4 < |X2ν | < v−8ν and v−8ν−4 < |X2ν+1| < v−8ν−8 .
As z2ν = (|X2ν |/v)1/2 and z2ν+1 = (|X2ν+1|/v)1/2, one obtains
v−4ν+3/2 < z2ν < v
−4ν−1/2 and v−4ν−5/2 < z2ν+1 < v
−4ν−9/2 .
Hence y2ν+1 = vz2ν+1 < v
−4ν−7/2 < v−5z2ν < (0.630628)
−5/4 × 13.29 = 23.64 . . ..
The first three double positive zeros of θ(−v, .) equal 2.907, 3.523 and 3.823, see [15].
They correspond to −v = q¯ν for ν = 2, 4 and 6. 
6. Behaviour of the complex conjugate pairs
We consider first the case q ∈ (−1, 0) in which the results admit shorter formu-
lations and proofs.
6.1. The case q ∈ (−1, 0). We recall first a result which is proved in [17]:
Theorem 7. For any q ∈ (−1, 0), all zeros of θ(q, .) belong to the strip {|Imx| <
132}.
In the present subsection we prove the following result:
Theorem 8. For any q ∈ (−1, 0) and for any y ∈ R, one has Re(θ(q, iy)) 6= 0.
Hence the zeros of θ do not cross the imaginary axis.
It would be interesting to know whether there exists a vertical strip, containing
in its interior the imaginary axis, in which, for any q ∈ (−1, 0), θ(q, .) has no zeros;
and whether there exists a compact set (consisting of two components, one in the
left and one in the right half-plane) to which belong all complex conjugate pairs of
zeros, for all q ∈ (−1, 0).
Proof. To consider the restriction of θ to the imaginary axis we set θ‡(q, y) :=
θ(q, iy), y ∈ R. Clearly,
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(6.36)
θ‡(q, y) =
∑∞
j=0(−1)jqj(2j+1)y2j + iqy
∑∞
j=0(−1)jqj(2j+3)y2j
= θ(q4,−y2/q) + iqyθ(q4,−qy2) .
Suppose now that q ∈ (−1, 0). To interpret equalities (6.36) easier we set ρ := −q
(hence ρ ∈ (0, 1)). Thus
(6.37) θ‡(q, y) = θ(q4,−y2/q) + iqyθ(q4,−qy2) = θ(ρ4, y2/ρ)− iρyθ(ρ4, ρy2) .
Both the real and the imaginary parts of θ‡ are expressed as values of θ(q, x) for
q ∈ (0, 1), x ≥ 0 (with q = ρ4 and x = y2/ρ or x = ρy2). Hence the real part of
θ‡ is nonzero for all y ∈ R (because θ(q, x) > 0 for q ∈ (0, 1), x ≥ 0) which means
that for q ∈ (−1, 0), the zeros of θ do not cross the imaginary axis. 
6.2. The case q ∈ (0, 1). We remind first a result from [17]:
Theorem 9. For any value of the parameter q ∈ (0, 1), all zeros of the function
θ(q, .) belong to the domain {Re x < 0, |Im x| < 132} ∪ {Re x ≥ 0, |x| < 18}.
In this subsection we prove the following theorem;
Theorem 10. There are infinitely-many values of q ∈ (0, 1) (tending to 1) for
which a complex conjugate pair of zeros of θ(q, .) crosses the imaginary axis from
left to right. Not more than finitely-many complex conjugate pairs of zeros cross
the imaginary axis from right to left.
Conjecture 2. For every j ∈ N, the complex conjugate pair born for q = (q˜j)+
crosses for some q∗j ∈ (q˜j , 1) the imaginary axis from left to right. No complex
conjugate pair crosses the imaginary axis from right to left.
Remarks 6. (1) Conjecture 2 (if proved) combined with Theorem 9 would imply
that all complex conjugate pairs, after having crossed the imaginary axis, remain
in the half-disk { Re x ≥ 0, |x| < 18 }. Theorem 10 allows to claim this about
infinitely-many of these pairs.
(2) Recall that 1 − q˜j ∼ pi/2j, see part (3) of Remarks 1. Denote by C(q)
the quantity of all complex conjugate pairs of θ for q ∈ (0, 1) and by CR(q) the
quantity of such pairs with nonnegative real part. Hence one can expect that
limq→1−(CR(q)/C(q)) = 1/4. This can be deduced from the proof of Theorem 10
below in which we use formula (6.37). The values of the argument v4 corresponding
to the moments when a complex conjugate pair crosses the imaginary axis are
expected to be of the form 1 − pi/2j + o(1/j) hence v = 1 − pi/8j + o(1/j). Thus
asymptotically, as j →∞, for q ∈ (1−pi/2j, 1−pi/2(j+1)], one should have C ∼ j
and CR ∼ j/4. That is, crossing of the imaginary axis by a complex conjugate pair
should occur four times less often than birth of such a pair.
Preparation of the proof of Theorem 10. We precede the proof of Theorem 10 by
the present observations which are crucial for the understanding of the proof. We
shall be using equalities (6.36), but with q ∈ (0, 1). The condition θ(q, iy) = 0
for some y ∈ R indicates the presence of a zero of θ on the imaginary axis. One
can introduce the new variables q◦ := q
4 and Y := −y2/q. Hence, supposing that
y > 0, the right-hand side of (6.36) is of the form
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θ(q◦, Y ) + i(q◦)
1/4(−(q◦)1/4Y )1/2θ(q◦, (q◦)1/2Y ) .
Thus (writing (q, x) instead of (q◦, Y )) we have to consider the zero sets of the
functions θ(q, x) and θ(q,
√
qx). These sets are shown, in solid and dashed lines
respectively, on Fig. 3.
Figure 3. The real-zeros sets of θ(q, x) and θ(q,
√
qx).
Recall that the curves Γj were defined in Theorem 3. One can define by analogy
the curves Γ∗j for the set {(q, x) | θ(q,
√
qx) = 0}. On Fig. 3 one can see the
intersection points of Γj and Γ
∗
j for j = 1, 2 and 3. Through the point Z1 := Γ1∩Γ∗1
passes a curve x = −q−γ with γ ∈ (1, 2). On Fig. 3 we represent this curve by
dotted line and we draw by dash-dotted line the horizontal line L1 : {q = q•}
passing through the point Z1. The line L1 intersects each of the curves Γ1 and Γ∗1
at two points one of which is Z1 (the left of the two points for Γ1 and the right
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of the two for Γ∗1). If one considers the graphs of the functions (in the variable x)
θ(q•, x) and θ(q•,
√
q•x), then they will look like the two graphs drawn in solid
line above left on Fig. 4; the point Z1 will be the point B on Fig. 4. Nevertheless
one should keep in mind that Fig. 4 represents the graphs of two functions whose
arguments are of the form −qy2 and −y2/q, i.e. increasing of y > 0 corresponds to
the decreasing of the (negative) values of these arguments.
The curve x = −q−γ and the line L1 were defined in relationship with Γ1 and Γ∗1,
i.e. for j = 1. One can consider their analogs defined for j = 2, 3, . . .. Recall that
the quantities κ△ and q△ were defined in Remarks 5. It is only for j sufficiently
large (j ≥ (κ△ + 1)/2) that we have proved that the intersection of the curve Γj
with each curve x = −q−a, a ≥ κ△, is a point or is empty (see Proposition 3). For
smaller values of j we can claim only that this intersection (of two analytic curves)
consists of not more than a finite number of points. This explains the final sentence
of Theorem 10. 
Proof of Theorem 10. To study the restriction of θ to the imaginary axis we set
again
θ‡(q, y) := θ(q, iy) = f1(q, y) + iqyf2(q, y) , y ∈ R ,
where f1(q, y) := θ(q
4,−y2/q) and f2(q, y) := θ(q4,−qy2), see equalities (6.36) (in
which we assume that q ∈ (0, 1)). For q close to 0, the zeros of θ(q, x) are close
to the numbers −q−j, j ∈ N. More precisely, for q ∈ (0, 0.108], there is a simple
zero of θ of the form −1/(qj∆j) with ∆j ∈ [0.2118, 1.7882], and all these zeros
are distinct, see Theorem 2.1 in [14]. Thus the zeros of f1(q, y) (resp. of f2(q, y))
are close to the quantities ±q−2j+1/2 (resp. ±q−2j−1/2); hence the positive (resp.
negative) zeros of f1 interlace with the positive (resp. negative) zeros of f2.
For q > 0 small enough, all zeros of θ(q, .) are real negative; hence all zeros of f1
are real. For such values of q, we denote the positive zeros of f1 by y
♯
j , y
♯
j < y
♯
j+1
(y♯j is close to q
−2j+1/2). As q increases, these zeros depend continuously on q and
as we will see below, certain couples of them, for some values of q, coalesce and
form complex conjugate pairs. Thus their indices are meaningful only till the value
of q corresponding to the moment of confluence.
As f1(q, y) = f2(q, y/q), the positive zeros of f2 equal y
♯
j/q. Consider the zeros
y♯2j−1 and y
♯
2j of f1 and the zeros y
♯
2j−1/q and y
♯
2j/q of f2. For values of q close to
0, they satisfy the following inequalities (we indicate in the second row the powers
of q to which they are approximatively equal for q close to 0):
(6.38)
y♯2j−1 < y
♯
2j−1/q < y
♯
2j < y
♯
2j/q .
q−4j+5/2 q−4j+3/2 q−4j+1/2 q−4j−1/2
As q increases, for q4 = q˜j (i.e. for q = (q˜j)
1/4), the zeros y♯2j−1 and y
♯
2j of f1
(hence the zeros y♯2j−1/q and y
♯
2j/q of f2 as well) coalesce and then give birth to a
complex conjugate pair. This means that for values of q just before the moment of
confluence one has
(6.39) y♯2j−1 < y
♯
2j < y
♯
2j−1/q < y
♯
2j/q .
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Therefore there exists q†j ∈ (0, (q˜j)1/4) for which one has y♯2j−1 < y♯2j = y♯2j−1/q <
y♯2j/q, i.e. the real and imaginary parts of θ have a common zero y
♯
2j = y
♯
2j−1/q.
This is a simple zero both for f1 and f2 (hence iy is a simple zero of θ(q
†
j , .)).
Indeed, y♯2j can be either a simple or a double zero of f1; if it is a double one, then
y♯2j must coalesce with y
♯
2j−1 (this follows from part (2) of Theorem 1 and part (1)
of Remarks 1); this happens for q4 = q˜j which contradicts q
†
j < (q˜j)
1/4.
We have just shown that for j ∈ N (i.e. for infinitely-many values of q = q†j ∈
(0, 1)) the function θ has a simple conjugate pair of zeros on the imaginary axis.
In what follows we can assume that j ≥ (κ△ + 1)/2, see Remarks 5 and the above
preparation of the proof of Theorem 10. Thus the quantity q†j is unique. The real
zeros ξj of θ(q, x) for q ∈ (0, 1) satisfy the following string of inequalities:
−q−2j < ξ2j < ξ2j−1 < −q−2j+1
(see equation (6) in [9]). This implies the inequalities
−q−8j < τ2j < τ2j−1 < −q−8j+4 ,
satisfied by the zeros of θ(q4, x), and as y♯j = (−qτj)1/2, the inequalities
(6.40)
q−4j+5/2 < y♯2j−1 < y
♯
2j < q
−4j+1/2 and
q−4j+3/2 < y♯2j−1/q < y
♯
2j/q < q
−4j−1/2
hold true. Inequalities (6.40) (see also (6.38) and (6.39)) imply that
i) the zero y♯2j of f1 can be equal to y
♯
2j−1/q and to no other zero of f2 and
ii) the zero y♯2j−1 of f1 can be equal to neither of the zeros of f2.
On Fig. 4 (above left, in solid line) we show the graphs of the functions f1(q
†
j , .)
and f2(q
†
j , .) (they are denoted by “Re” and “Im” respectively). The points A, B
and C indicate the positions of the zeros y♯2j−1, y
♯
2j = y
♯
2j−1/q and y
♯
2j/q respectively.
By dotted lines we show these graphs for q ∈ (q†j , (q˜j)1/4). We remind that (see the
proof of Theorem 1 in [9]) as q increases, the local minima of θ(q, .) go up; when q
runs over an interval ((q˜j)
−, (q˜j)
+), the two rightmost real zeros coalesce for q = q˜j
and the function θ(q˜j , .) has a local minimum at this double zero.
Consider the function θ(q, iy+ ε), i.e. the restriction of θ to a line in the x-plane
parallel to the imaginary axis and belonging to the right half-plane. One checks
directly that
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Figure 4. The complex conjugate pairs of θ on the imaginary axis.
θ(q, iy + ε) = θ(q, iy) + ε(∂θ/∂x)(q, iy) + o(ε) where
(∂θ/∂x)(q, iy) = K1 + iK2 ,
K1 :=
∑∞
ν=0(−1)ν(2ν + 1)q(ν+1)(2ν+1)y2ν
= 2(−q2y2)(∂θ/∂x)(q4,−qy2) + qθ(q4,−qy2) ,
K2 :=
∑∞
ν=1(−1)ν2νqν(2ν+1)y2ν−1
= 2(y/q)(∂θ/∂x)(q4,−y2/q) .
The second term of K1 vanishes at B. The first term equals
qy(−2qy)(∂θ/∂x)(q4,−qy2) = qy(∂f2/∂y) .
As Im θ is decreasing at B, one sees that K1 < 0. In the same way,
K2 = −(−2y/q)(∂θ/∂x)(q4,−y2/q) = −∂f1/∂y .
Looking at the graph of Re θ at the point B one sees that Re θ is increasing there
and one concludes that K2 < 0.
On the right-hand of Fig. 4, we represent in solid line the sets Re θ = 0 and
Im θ = 0 (in the x-plane, close to the point B of the imaginary axis). These are
the segments hh′ and gg′ respectively. The true sets are in fact not straight lines,
but arcs whose tangent lines at B look like hh′ and gg′; as q varies, these arcs and
their tangent lines change continuously.
Thus for q = q†j , both quantities K1 and K2 are negative in the sector S. The
graphs of Re θ(q, iy + ε) and Im θ(q, iy + ε) (considered as functions in y, for fixed
q and ε) are represented by dashed lines to the left below on Fig. 4.
As q increases on [q†j , (q
†
j)
+), the values of Re θ and Im θ along the arcs hh′ and
gg′ become positive (this corresponds to the fact that close to the point B, the
graphs of f1 and f2 are above the y-axis for q = (q
†
j )
+, see the dotted graphs above
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left on Fig. 4). Hence the sets Re θ = 0 and Im θ = 0 shift as shown by dotted line
on the right of Fig. 4 (it would be more exact to say that the tangent lines to these
sets at B shift like this). That is, their intersection point is in the right half-plane
and the complex conjugate pair crosses the imaginary axis from left to right.

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